tremendous role in getting back
my flexibility and strength in my
left leg. I credit Rolfing [SI] with
helping me to recover for the 2012
season. Several games into the 2012
seasory Wayne and Sandywere able

to resolve a sprain in my ankle that
was slowing me down. I went from
90Y" to 1007": an extra kick burst of
speed. I was on my way to a2097'
yard comeback season. With four
games left in the season, I suffered

a sports hemia injury that would
not let my left groin fully recover.
Rolfing [SI] helped me to maintain
my body a190"/o, and I had a good
finish to the season. I had sports
hemia surgery after the season.

with
Wayne and Sandy last season but

I had great Rolfing

sessions

again suffered the sameinjury at the
end of the season. I continue to work

with Walme and Sandy to recover
for next season. fEditor's note: This
was writtenbefore the start of the 201-4

NFL season.l

Dr. Rolf started her book Rolfing:
Reestablishing the Natural Alignment and
Structural lntegration of the Human Body
for Vitality and Well-being with the preface
"Literal Thoms in Literal Flesh." The level
that Sandy and I work with when we work
with Adrian is energy and vitality. This is
a step above the other athletes, who are

themselves performing a step above the
average person. On page sixteen of her
book, Rolf writes:

Form and function are a unity,
two sides of one coin. In order to
enhance functior; appropriate form

must exist or be created. A joyous
radiance of health is attained only
as the body conforms more nearly
to its inherent pattern. This pattern,
this form, this Platonic ide4 is the
blueprint for structure. I-r tum, the

function of this more appropriate

structure is vitality of a degree
unknown to the average person.
When we work with Adrian we are working
with an individual who is embodying more

perfectly than most this inherent Pattem.
We need to promote literal change in the
literal flesh to help him with his injuries,
strength, speed, and agility. As with all
our clients, we find'thoms in the flesh'
that contribute to chronic issues. Watch
Adrian on the football field as he goes toe
www.rolf.org

to toe with other great athletes trying to
stop him from moving the ball forward to

get a glimpse of this inherent pattern and
its potential in all of us.
Just as Adrian works extremely hard as
an athlete, we do not kid ourselves that
moving toward this inherent pattern is easy.
Sandy and I are good examples of what it
takes the average person to assist in the
removal of 'thorns in the flesh'. In order
to keep our own fascia soft and flexible,
we have eliminated all grains of any kind
in our diet, especially glutery and stopped
eating sugar and dairy. We have never had

one client who did not soften his or her
connective tissue and reduce inflammation
when doing this. We believe that most of
the pain endured in Rolfing SI is caused
by the above. We also consume alkaline
fluids to increase the pH of our bodies,
which also seems to reduce inflammation.
Using functional, natural medicing we have
restored our adrenal function and healed
our guts. We have also cleared bacteria,
viruses, mold, and fungus, which, in our
view, all can restrict the fascia. Last, we
regularly exercise to maintain the flexibility
of the fascia.

When we take this approach, we reach
the goal that we set to carry the work into
the facial layers connecting bones and
covering organs in order to restore spatial
relationship and internal motion to these
two primary energy systems of the body.
This is a natural extension of the holism of
Rolfing SI. The goal is to restore positiory
mobility, and motility to these systems. We
determine this by sensing an improvement

in energy flow through skeletal or organ
systems as we evaluate the superficial to
deeper levels of energy flow in each. The
k"y to this work is that whenever this cannot
be restored and maintained, we must work
in the myofascial system enwrapping the

muscle that is then restricting the change
we are looking for. Therefore, in basic Ten
Series work, we work from the outside
iry and as we develop and integrate more
knowledg" in and into Rolfing SI, we work
from the inside out.
Let us again be clear that by quoting Rolf
we are not referring to any kind of mental
image or system of thought such as the
Platonic. We are referring to an expansion
of our awareness. Every time we do a
Ten Series we are encouraging ourselves

and our clients to expand the sense of
who we are, to go beyond the sense of an
ego encased in a mind and body, and to
Srnucrunar IxTEGRATIoN / DEcBMBER 2014

go into an expanded awareness of self encompassing body, mind, earth, and
cosmos. What we advocate is the turning
of our attention inward toward the body
as the ligamentous and skeletal energy
systems are addressed in Rolfing SI and in
individual work such as yoga. It is here that
we have discovered the universal nature
of mind,body, and the gravity field. Here
fascia becomes structure and structure
becomes energy in the spiral nature of the
universe. Here the 'Line' is an axis in the
body that aligns with the rotation of the
earth on its axis, the axis created as the
earth rotates around the sun, and the axis
created as the sun rotates around the center
of the galaxy. As we sense and feel ourselves

down to the bones, we perceive ourselves
to be structures of energy and

motion in the

gravity field. The straight lines of thought
give way to the spiral lines of motion. We
can learn to perceive our structure as the
energy of motion in a joyful, happy, and
relaxed attitude of living.

Sandyts Perspective
Wayne is so graceful in his thought process,
how do I follow that? Let me just say that the
first time I saw Adrian in person, I looked

at his body and thought "Wow. How do
I improve on that?" The man has a really
balanced body. The way the Mona Lisa is
a balanced painting of a woman, Adrian's
body is balanced. You can see that he is a
strong individual with powerful thighs and
arms the size of a small woman's waist. Just
go to YouTube, search 'Adrian Petersory"

and look at the highlights. You

will

see

the strength of an elephant, the speed of a
gazelle, and a grace that is

multidimensional.

That injury that Adrian had to his left knee
was fascinating to work with. Scar tissue
was everywhere. Strain lines went up and
down the leg, both in the back and the front
of the leg and through his adductors. I saw
Wayne work on all sides of his patella front, back, left, right, top, and bottom, ds
well as underneath it. And he did not give
up until he had that thing free as a feather
and floating.
When Adrian's hamstrings were tight and
wouldn't let go, we both worked on the
1"9. I would hold it in every position you
can think of and Wayne would work away:

leg elevated and abducted; leg elevated,
rotated, and abducted; and leg elevated
and abducted with the knee straight or
flexed. Sometimes I wondered how long
Adrian could "breathe deeply and keep
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